Welcome to Transact

We’d like to welcome everyone to the first edition of UK Transact, dedicated to our UK payments customers.

In this edition you’ll find information on support for TNS’ Nexo Conversion Hub, future product launches, a new TNS report on the market opportunity for secure commerce, and industry events that you’ll find the TNS team in attendance.

If you would like to know more about any of the subjects covered in this issue, please do not hesitate to contact your account manager or email solutions@tnsi.com.

Mark Collins
Managing Director, EMEA, FinTech Solutions

The Market Opportunity for Secure Commerce at the Pump

Prepared by Transaction Network Services

New TNS Research Highlights Global Market Opportunity

A new TNS report, The Market Opportunity for Secure Commerce at the Pump, suggests that the majority of consumers are open to new experiences when they pay-at-the-pump which could provide significant revenue opportunities for retailers.

Click here to read the press release and download the report
The Future of Payment Protocols: Nexo Support on TNS Conversion Hub

TNS is introducing support for the new global Nexo payment protocol which is aiming to be the industry standard to replace legacy protocols such as ISO 8583. TNS' Nexo Conversion Hub can convert your existing POS or host-to-host protocols into Nexo or they can receive Nexo messages and convert them to another protocol.

Please contact your account manager for further information.

TNS' 2019 Recorded Transaction Volume Peaks for UK and Ireland

The numbers are in for 2019 for the UK and Ireland. TNS' robust network delivered high transaction volumes especially at peak times over the holiday period. TNS' recorded more than 14 billion total 2019 transactions for the UK and Ireland. December was the busiest month with around 1.7 billion transactions, peaking on 23rd December at over 76 million for the day. In the busiest hour on this day transactions hit over four million in just one hour!

TNS Shares Thought Leader Insights with The Paypers

TNS was invited by The Paypers to participate in its Voice of the Industry feature. A series of articles from Mark Collins, TNS' EMEA Managing Director and Brian DuCharme (pictured above), VP of Product Management, explore the introduction of Strong Customer
TNS Extend TNSLink Options for 2020

To further develop its wireless portfolio, TNS is set to launch both its entry level router along with dual radio router hardware models early in 2020. These products will open up TNSLink to a wider market in the ATM and unattended markets making its robust managed service offerings more viable across new markets. The Dual Radio router provides a wireless only high availability alternative to traditional wired w/ wireless backup services, in markets where infrastructure costs associated with wired connections such as DSL continue to grow. The two router models, will leverage TNS’ GWA roaming product to form a best in class service.

Meet the TNS Team at the Following Events

The TNS team recently attended the Transport and Ticketing event at Olympia London at the end of January and will be attending Retail Business Technology Expo (RBTE) in London on 29 and 30 April.

To book a meeting with the team at RBTE or to find out how TNS can help you with your transport requirements email solutions@tnsi.com.

Authentication, the consumer desire to be able to order prepared food, such as pizza, at the fuel pump and the lessons learned from cloud data breaches.

Click here to read: SCA, Fuel Pump Opportunities, Cloud Data Breaches
What Next for The Payments Industry in 2020?

2019 was a turbulent year for the payments industry filled with mega-mergers, increased variety of payment methods, open banking regulations and more security breaches, but what's in store for 2020? TNS' Brian DuCharme, explores what the next 12 months may hold in this infographic and blog entry.

Dial End of Life - Are You Ready for Switch Off?

Are you ready for wholesale network switch off? If you’d like to discuss how this may impact your legacy terminal estate please contact your account manager for further information.

If you would like any further information on the wholesale network switch off please email solutions@tnsi.com

TNS Operations Commitment to Development

TNS' Network Operating Center (NOC) continually supports the certification of team members as they progress and develop core competency skills to bolster their ability for customer support. Around 50% of the NOC's global staff have achieved the Cisco CCNA Security Certification. This is alongside the continued progress for all TNS NOC staff to achieve ITIL v3 foundation as a minimum standard.
TNS Executives Shine in the Media Spotlight

TNS’ senior leadership team are regularly called on by journalists for interviews. In the last few months, TNS’ Head of FinTech Payments for North America, Dan Lyman (pictured above) has spoken to The Green Sheet for a leading story *Connectivity: payments secret sauce*, and was also interviewed by PaymentsSource about *EMV's looming deadline for gas stations*. Brian DuCharme has also given interviews to The Green Sheet about the *payment challenges for rural merchants* and the issues that our TNSPay Mobile solution helps overcome.
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